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About Fokker Services 

At Fokker Services, our drive revolves around one purpose: exceed reliability expectations to keep 

aircraft where they belong, in the sky. As a Global Independent Aerospace Service Provider we create 

tailored solutions for maintenance of regional, commercial and military aircraft. We engineer, repair, 

upgrade, and deliver high-quality solutions, innovating in multiple areas to facilitate and support 

competitive operations for airliners. Our services range from type certificate holder-related product 

support services to flight hour based component availability and repair programs, spare parts, 

engineering, modifications and documentation support. The unique combination of OEM (design) 

expertise and after-sales support services makes us an essential partner for the aerospace industry. We 

have a global presence, with facilities in Europe, Asia and the Americas. 

 

Working With Us 

What is the height of your ambition? Ours starts at roughly 30,000 feet and climbs from there. Few 

people know what it feels like to set their work in the sky. Others may have a hard time relating but your 

colleagues understand that when your work takes flight, so do you. Which is why our team leaders are so 

driven to support the development of your maximum potential. Together, your work will mix renewal 

with innovation, reinvention and repair to create tailored solutions that soar. Your entrepreneurial spirit 

will be given the space to manoeuvre, working with a team that is as open, transparent and engaged as 

you are. With Fokker Services, every action you take has a meaningful impact on a clients’ success. It’s 

this total combination, and the strength of the relationships formed through a shared dedication, that keeps 

hardworking talent here for 20, 30 plus years. Time enough to reach the height of your ambition, and 

discover what lies beyond. 

 

The Role 

You play a key role in the repair, revision and modification of AC and DC power generating systems 

components at our Schiphol facility. Fokker components to components of other aircraft platforms (e.g. 

A320/B737/B777). In this position, you will have the opportunity to obtain the skills to test the power 

generating components (Tester) and grow into the position of Certifying Staff. 

 

The Team 

You will be part of team in the Power generating shop, which is located at Fokker business park Oude 

Meer in The Netherlands. This team now exists out of 10 highly motivated and skilled mechanics. We are 

expanding, and seek talented people that will reinforce the department. 

 

Key Responsibilities 

 Inspect, troubleshoot and repair power generating components, both mechanical and electrical 

repairs; 

 Testing of repaired power generating components; 

 Continuously look for improvement opportunities that are in line with your work and/or 

environment; 

 Working according and familiar with aviation regulations described in EASA and MOE 

 Occasionally Lapping (polishing) and Honing of aircraft component parts. 

 Play an essential role in supporting repair and overhaul critical components on non-Fokker 

aircraft platforms;  

Experience & Qualifications 

https://www.fokkerservices.com/
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To succeed in this role, you have completed MBO3 or MBO4 level in an Aviation school (preferable) or 

equivalent technical school such as Automotive, Mechanical or Electrical Engineering. You have at least 

1 year of work experience and have experience with mechanical components. Other important 

requirements are: 

 Experience with component repair is preferable; 

 Elementary knowledge of electrical systems and measurements; 

 Skills to read and understand English written manuals, fluent in Dutch as well;  

 Capable to make the right decision between quality/quantity and costs;  

 Capable to work under pressure without losing overview; 

 Capable to work independent, efficient and in a team; 

 No 9 to 5 mentality; 

 A permit to reside & work in The Netherlands is required. 

What We Offer 

We offer an attractive package including a salary in line with industry standards.  

 

Additional Information 

If you are interested in this role, we are looking forward to your CV stating your education & previous 

experience and a motivation/cover letter. You can send these to Kevin Verwer, Teamleader Power 

Generating: kevin.verwer@fokkerservices.com If you have questions about the position, you can contact 

him at 06-51123427. 
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